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The petiormance of a stand-alone polymer electrolyte fiel cell (PEFC) system directly fueled by
hydrogen has been evaluated for transportation vehicles. The study was carried out using a
systems analysis code and a vehicle analysis code. The systems code includes models for the
various PEFC components and is applicable for steady-state and transient situations.

At the design point the system efficiency is above 50% for a 50-kW system. The efficiency
improves under partial load and approaches 60% at 40% load, as the fiel cell operating point
moves to lower current densities on the V-I polarization curve. At much lower loads, the system
efficiency drops because of the deterioration in the performance of the compressor, expander,
and eventually the fbel cell. The system pefiormance suffers at lower temperatures, as the V-I
characteristic curve for the fiel cell shifts downward because of the increased ohmic losses.

The results of the transient analysis indicate that the hydrogen-fieled PEFC system can start
rather rapidly, within seconds from ambient conditions. However, the warm-up time constant to
reach the design operating temperatures is about 180s. It is important during this period for the
coolant to bypass the system radiator until the coolant temperature approaches the design
temperature for the fuel cell.

The systems analysis code has been applied to two mid-size vehicles: the near-term Ford AIV
Sable and the future P2000 vehicle. The results of this study show that the PEFC system in these
vehicles can respond well to the demands of the FUDS and Highway driving cycles, with both
warm and cold starting condhions. The results also show that the fbel-cell AIV Sable vehicle
has impressive gains in fuel economy over that of the internal combustion engine vehicle.
However, this vehicle will not be able to meet the PNGV goaI of 80 mpg. On the other hand, the
P2000 vehicle approaches this goal with variable efficiency of the compressor and expander. It
is expected to exceed that goal by a big margin, if the efficiency of the compressor and expander
can be maintained constant (at 0.8) over the power range of the fuel cell system.
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ABSTRACT

The performance of a stand-alone polymer
electrolytefkel cell (PEFC) system directly fieled by
hydrogen has been evaluated for transportation
vehicles. The study was carried out using a systems
analysis code and a vehicle analysis code. The
systems code includes models for the various PEFC
components and is applicable for steady-state and
transient situations. At the design poin$ the system
efficiency is above 50% for a 50-kW system. The
efficiency improves under partial load and
approaches 60% at 40% loa~ as the fhel cell
operating point moves to lower current densities on
the V-I polarization curve. At much lower loads, the
system efficiency drops because of the deterioration
in the performanceof the compressor,expander, and
eventually the fitel cell. The results of the transient
analysis indicate that the PEFC system can start
rapidly from ambienttemperatures(300K).

The PEFC system has been evaluated for near-
term and fiture mid-size vehicles. The results of the
study show that the PEFC system can meet the
demands of the Federal Urban Driving Schedule
(FUDS) and the Highway driving cycles, for both
warm and cold start-up conditions. The results also
indicate that the fiture PEFC vehicle can meet the
fuel economy goal of 80 miles per gallon (mpg)
equivalent,

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, fiel cells, especiallythe
polymer electrolytefbel cell (PEFC),have shown the
promise of becoming a viable option to today’s
internal combustion engines for transportation
applications. The fbel cell can be powered by
hydrogen directly or by a hydrogen-richgas stream

produced by reforming hydrocarbon fiels such as
natural gas, methanol, or gasoline. This paper is
limited to the study of the performance of direct-
hydrogen-fieledPEFC systems. Work is in progress
to investigate the pefiormauce of other fiel cell
systemsandwill be the subject of fiture papers.

II. SYSTEMSSIMULATIONAND MODELING

Computer modeling of the fiel cell system
componentsand the overall system performanceis an
ongoing activity at Argonne National Laborato~
(ANL).The system configuration is defined in terms
of component flows and model task loops, and the
component model fictions are called in the order
that the flows are processed. The system code is
capable of handling recycle flows and of performing
optimization studies that take into account physical
constraints. Iterative tasks are use~ as needed, to
handle parametric sweeps, system constraints,
optimization, and dynamic time integration. Jn
performing the system simulations, thermodynamic
data and physical property calculation utilities for
chemicalkinetics and mukiphase equilibria are used.
The thermodynamic property routines available
include the water-steam property code, the Lee-
Kesler single-speciesequation of state, the gas-phase
chemical equilibrium code (minimization of Gibbs
free energysubject to atom balance constraints),and
the multiphasechemicalequilibriumcode. Detailsof
the system code can be found in Reference (l), and
the dynamic flow system simulation is described in
Reference(2).

The performance of the hydrogen-fieled PEFC
system has been examined at steady-state operating
conditions under the design and partial loads. The
transientbehaviorof the system was also analyzedto
investigate the performance of the fiel cell system
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for cold- and warm-start conditions. Furthermore,
two mid-size vehicles, operatingwith such a system,
were simulated over two drNing cycles: the Federal
Urban Driving Schedule (FUDS) cycle and the
Highwaycycle,

III. STEADY-STATEANALYSIS

A parametric study has been pefiormed to study
the performanceof a 50-kW (net power) hydrogen-
fueled PEFC system at the design point and partial-
load conditions. Figure 1 is a schematic of the 50-
kW system. It consists of a fiel reservoir supplying
hydrogenat 3 atm to the anode side of the PEFC. A
two-stage intercooled compressor supplies the
oxidizer air to the cathode side of the PEFC.
Downstream of the PEFC, a gas turbine is used to
recoverthe pressureenergy in the spent gas. A water
~ PUP, ~d air-cooled mdiator COmPriSethe
coolantcircuit. The pressure, temperature,and mass
flow rate for various streams at selected points are
shown in Figure 1. For the I%el cell staclG the
voltage-current characteristic (polarization curve) is
expressedas a fimctionof pressure, temperature,and
the fhel and oxidant stoichiometries. The
experimentalresults given in References (3) and (4)
are curve fitted and used in the analysis. The input
data include results for cell temperatures as low as
293 K (20”C). The average cell current density was
taken to be 0.7 Alcm2at the design point. The fuel-
cell active area and the heat-exchangersurface area
were calculated and kept constant for simulations in
the off-designmode.

For partial-load operations, the compressor,
expander, and the fm efficiencieswere treated as a
function of the mass flow rates through the uni~
relative to their design values. The coolant-water
flowrate and the air flow rate throughthe compressor
inter-cooler were kept constan~ while the air flow
rate through the radiator was varied to achieve
steady-stateconditionsfor the heat exchangerand the
fuel cell. The fiel utilization was kept constant at
100%for all conditions.

Table I presents the results of the study for
steady-state operating conditions at 100Yo, 80’XO,
60%, 40Y0,20%, 15Y0,10%, and O%of the design
power level. The fiel and air consumption decrease
disproportionately at partial load, and the system
becomes more eftlcient as the stack voltage
increases, The coolant temperature(not shown in the
Table I) gradually increasesfrom 323 K (50”C)at the
design point to about 353 K (80”C)near zero load,
thus approachingthe tie] cell temperature.
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Fig. 150-kW Hydrogen-FueledPEFC System

Another parametric study was performedfor the
PEFC system start-up from ambient conditions (T=
300 K). In thii study, the design parameters for the
heat-exchanger stiace area and the fuel-cell area
were kept constant for partial-load conditions, and
the fuel utilization was also kept constant at 100%.
However, for this case of cold startup, no air or
coolant flow was allowed to pass through the
radiator, as the coolant flow bypasses the radiator.
The results indicate that the fiel cell system cannot
deliver 50 kW at start-up. The predicted maximum
power that can be produced is 38 kW, with a
correspondingefficiency of 36.3°/0. The reason for
that is the low starting temperature of the fuel cell,
which affects the cell voltage-cument (V-I)
characteristics(polarizationcurve).

The results show also that sufficient water is
formedfrom electrochemicaloxidizationof hydrogen
at 100’%fuel utilization and 3 atm pressure; thus, a
humidifier is not required to maintain the PEFC
membranewet.
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Table 1. Resultsfor 50-kWHydrogen-FueledPolymerElectrolyteFuel Cell System

Pump/ Compressor
Fan Power

Power @w
@w

Net Gross
Power Power
(kW) (kW)

Stack Stack
volts Amps

(V) (A)

System
Etliciency

(%)

Fuel Air
F1OW Flow
(g/s) (g/S)

Exhaust
Flow
(gls)

lxprmderRadiator
Power Duty

&w @w

=7= a=

3
50 53.89

40 42.79

30 32.50

20 22.66

10 12.72 +

100.0 538.5

110.0 389.1

117.2 277.3

123.5 183.5

130.0 97.9

50.8 57.83 1.443 ] 7.44

56.2 0.594 I 41.2 41.79 1.020 I 5.37 3.60 I 32.50

2.45 I 21.2559.1

=

0.423 29.4

0.280 19.4

0.149 10.4

0.117 8.2

0.085 5.9

29.78 0.942 I 4.01

+

1.37 “13.16

0.51 6.77

0.34 5.34

0.21 3.90

0.02 0.59

59.6 19.70

10.51

0.880 I 3.15

0.811 I 2.4255.9
1

7.5 I 10.14 131.8 I 76.9 53.3 8.26

5.97

0.787 ] 2.21
I

5 I 7.45 134.0 I 55.6 49.2 0.757 / 1.90

0 I 1.09 143.3 ] 7.6 0 0.012 I 0.8 0.82 0.647 I 0.46

IV. TIL4NSIENTANALYSIS the ambienttemperaturefor about 50s before starting
to increasesmoothly.In general, the results show that
it takes about 600s for the fiel cell stack to reach its
normaloperatingtemperatureof 353 K (80°C).

An analysis was carried out to examine the
performance of the 50-kW hydrogen-fueled PEFC
system as it was started up from the ambient
condition (300 K). The temperatureand the mass of
the coolant inside the water tank were allowed to
vary with time, as the temperature of the coolant
flowing into the tank could be different from that
inside the tank. The fiel cell is treated as a control
volume with specified values for the weigh; surface
are%heat transfer coefficient and specific heat. The
dynamicmodels used in the analysisare described in
detail in Reference(2).

%%%2
Fwllx

The start-up procedureof the system was carried
out over ramp-up times of 10,5, and 1 s. During the
start-up, the flow rates of the fiel (&), compressor
air, fan air, and coolingwater were increased linearly
to their steady-state values. The computations were
carriedout for 800s.

llnm, 8

Fig. 2 Start-upof 50-kWHydrogenPEFC System
Fuel Cell and Tank Water Temperatures

Figure 3 presents the time variation of the cell
voltage and current density. The variation during the
ramp-up time of 10 s is due mainly to starting from
near open-circuit conditions, with high voltage and
very little or no current. Once the design mass flow
rate is reached, the cell current density achieves its
steady-state value, while the voltage gradually

Figure 2 shows the time variation (for the 10-s
start-uptime) of the fiel cell temperature,the coolant
temperature at the exit of the fhel cell, and the tank
water temperature. The results indicatea smooth rise
in the temperatures, with time, of the Iiel cell and
cooling water out of the cell. The tank water
temperature, however, remained relatively close to

—--, . .. .. .. . . . . ... ..-— —?--c-. .—— — ——--—. -.—.. . .—. - . ..—
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increases with time toward
cell temperatureincreases.

.

its design value, as the

Figure 4 shows the variation of the system net
power with time. The fiel cell responded almost
instantly to the increase in the fuel and airflow rates
during the 10-s ramp-up of the flow. The system
produced about 42 kW (84% of the steady-state
value) at the end of the ramp-up time. The power
then increasedslowly with time over the next several
minutes toward its design value of 50 kW. The
relatively long time needed for the system to warm
up is due to allowing the coolant to pass through the
radiator to be cooled, even though the system
components are far below their normal operating
temperatures.
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Fig. 3 Start-upof 50-kWHydrogenPEFC System
Fuel Cell CurrentDensity and Voltage
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Fig, 4 Start-upof 50-kWHydrogenPEFC System
Fuel CellNet Power

Another study was performed that yielded a
quicker warm-up of the system. As in the case of
conventional vehicles, the PEFC system
configuration was modified, as shown in Fig. 1, so

that the coolant bypassed the radiator until its
temperaturereached 348 K (75° C). In this case, the
warm-up time for the system was reduced to 180 s.
At this poin$ the fiel cell temperature reached its
design value, and the coolant was allowed to flow
through the radiator to be cooled down. This process
was repeated, leading to the seesaw variation in the
coolant tempemture inside the water tank, as shown
in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5 Start-upof 50-kWHydrogenPEFC System
with CoolantBypass
Fuel Cell and Tank WaterTemperature

Similar results, as those shown in Fig. 5, were
obtained for ramp-up times of 5 aud 1 s. The results
of thk study indicate, in general,that the fhel cell and
the system responded ahnost immediately to the
increase of the flow rates, as the fuel cell produced
more than 80V0of its design power by the end of the
ramp-uptime.

V. APPLICATIONTO VEHICLEDRTVING
CYCLES

Two mid-size vehicles powered by fuel cells
were simulated over the Federal Urban Driving
Schedule (FUDS) cycle and the Highway cycle. ‘he
input data used in the analysis for the two vehicles
are for the near-termFord AIV (AluminumIntensive
Vehicle) Sable and the P2000 fhture vehicle. The
simulation parameters for the two vehicles are given
in References5 and 6 and are shownin Table II.

The variations of the input speeds over the
FUDS and Highway driving cycles are presented in
Fig. 6. The total distance covered over the FUDS
cycle is 7.45 miles over 1371 s, while the
correspondingvalue for the Highwaydriving cycle is
16.51miles over 765s.
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Figures 7 and 8 show the instantaneousand the
average (from the beginning of the cycle) power
requirement for the Ford AIV Sable driven on the
FUDS and Highway cycles, as computed from the
vehicle analysis code. The maximum power
requirement is less than 40 kW for all cases
considered, while the maximum average power is
only about 8 kW for the FUDS cycle and about 12
kW for the Highway cycle. The computed power
requirements for the P2000 vehicle are smaller, as
this vehicle has less weigh~ lower drag resistance,
and lower auxiliruyload.

Table I. Simulation Parameters for the AIVSable
and P2000 Vehicles

I I

Drag coefilcient 0.33 0.25

Rolling resistance 0.00776 0.0064

Wheelradius,mm 326 326
1 I

Auxiliary load,kW 1.0 0.5
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Fig. 6 FUDS and HighwayCycles-- VehicleSpeed
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Fig. 7 FUDS and A~e~agePowerRequired

Another
determine the

computation was performed to
power required for accelerating the

vehicle from Oto 60 mph in 12s, as specified~y the
car manufacturers. The results indicate that an 80-
kW (net) systemis requiredto meet this performance.
Therefore, another simulation was performed with
an 80-kWsystem. This system was used to study the
pefiormance of the two mid-size vehicles over the
two drivingcycles.
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Fig. 8 HighwayCycle andAveragePower Required

The following cases were investigated for the
two vehicles:

. Startingthe FUDS and Highway cycles from the
system’sdesignpoin$ where the cell temperature
is 353 K (80°C) and the ambient temperature is
300 K (27°C).

. Starting the FUDS and Highway cycles COIL
where all system components are at the ambient
temperatureof 300 K.

These eight cases were analyzed under the
assumption that the fans, expander, and compressor
efficiencies were kept constant at 0.8. The results
obtained can be viewed as showing the upper limit
for the performance of the vehicles. The analyses
were repeated (eight more cases), except that it was
assumedthat the efficienciesvary with the flow rate
ratio relativeto the design value by a factor of 1.0 for
0.6 ratio and above, 0.9 at 0.4 ratio, 0.6 at 0.2 ratio,
and 0.3 at 0.1 ratio. Figures 9 and 10 give the results
for one of the 16 cases considered: the AIV Sable
vehicle over the Highway cycle, starting from the
design point (80°C cell temperature). Similar results
were obtainedfor the other 15cases.

Figure 9 shows the time variation of the fiel-cell
system efficiency, its average value, and the overall
vehicle efilciency. The calculated PEFC system
efficiencyis behveen 66°/0rmd70°/0most of the time,
with an averagevalue approaching68% near the end
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of the Highwaycycle. The overallvehicle efilciency
is lower than the system efficiency, as the auxiliary
power (1.0 kw) is subtracted from the fbel cell
system power to yield the vehicle traction power
requirement. Wherever the fuel cell power
requirement is equal to the auxiliary power, the
vehicle drive power and overall eftlciency become
zero, Figure 10 shows the time variation of the fuel
(hydrogen) mass flow rate and the cumulative fiel
consumption over the Highway cycle. The fuel
demand curve follows exactly the highway power
requirementpresentedin Fig. 8.

0.4L——L——J
o 1000

Fig. 9 Fuel Cell Sy~e~ and VehicleEfficiencies
For AIV Sableunder HighwayCycle
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Fig. 10 HydrogenConsumption
forAIV Sableunder HighwayCycle

The results for fhel economy in equivalentmiles
per gallon of gasoline are shown in Fig. 11 for the
FUDS, the Highway, and the combined driving
cycles. The combined fiel economy on the two
driving cycles is calculated as the harmonic average
of the two cycles,as follows:

(l/combined) = 0.5 (1/FUDS+ llE@hway)

The results in Fig. 11 illustate the impact of the
compressorand expander efficiencieson the vehicle

performance. As these efficiencies drop with
decreasing flow rates, the vehicle’s system
efilciencies drop significantly, and so does the fbel
economy.

In general, the results indicate that the fiel cell-
poweredAIV Sable would show impressivegains in
fiel economy over that of the internal combustion
engine vehicle. However, it is not able to meet the
Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles
(PNGV) goal of 80 mpg. On the other hand, the
P2000 vehicle approaches this goal with variable
compressorand expander efilciencies. It is expected
even to exceed that goal, if the efficiency of the
compressor and the expander can be maintained
constant(0.8) over the operatingpower raxige.

Y

Sable
-., ... . .,+ -.

mComblned

— I

AIV-
Sable

0 25 60 76 100 126

Equivalent Fuel
Economy, mpg

DHlghway

=FUDS I

Fig. 11Fuel Economy of the AIV Sableand the
P2000 Vehiclesover the FUDS, Highway,
and CombinedDriving Cycles.

~. S~Y AND CONCLUSIONS

1. The performance of a stand-alone direct-
hydrogen-fheled PEFC system has been studied for
transportation vehicles. The study was carried out
using the AFL-developed systems analysis code and
the vehicle analysiscode. The systems code includes
models for the PEFC components and has been
appliedfor steady-stateand dynamicapplications.

2. At the design poing the system efficiency is
above 50% for a 50-kW system. The efilciency
improves at partial-loadand approaches60°/0at 40°/0
load. The improvement results from the fiel cell
operating at lower current densities on the V-I curve.
At much lower loads, the system eftlciency drops
becauseof the deteriorationin the performanceof the
compressor, expander, and eventually the fbel cell.
The system performance suffers at lower

—.. -.— ---- ——.— -.--.-5- . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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temperatures, as the V-I characteristiccurve for the
fuel cell shifts downward because of the increased
ohmic losses.

3. The results of the transient analysis indicate that
the hydrogen-fieled PEFC system can start rather
rapidly, within seconds Ilom ambient conditions.
However, the warm-up time constant to reach the
design operating temperatures is about 180 s. It is
importantduring this period for the coolantto bypass
the system radiator until the coolant temperature
approachesthe design temperaturefor the fiel cell.

4. The systems analysis code has been applied to
two mid-size vehicles: the near-termFord AIV Sable
and the liture P2000 vehicle. The results of this
study show that the PEFC system in these vehicles
can respond well to the demands of the FUDS and
Highway driving cycles, with both warm and cold
starting conditions. The results also show that the
fuel-cell AIV Sable vehicle has impressive gains in
fuel economy over that of the internal combustion
engine vehicle. However, this vehicle will not be
able to meet the PNGV goal of 80 mpg. On the other
han~ the P2000 vehicle approaches this goal with
variable efficiency of the compressor and expander.
It is expectedto exceed that goal by a big margin, if
the efficiencyof the compressorand expandercan be
maintainedconstant (at 80’%0)over the power rauge of
the fbel cell system.
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